Derandomizing Quantum Circuits with Measurement-Based Unitary Designs
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Entangled multipartite states are resources for universal quantum computation, but they can also give rise to ensembles of unitary transformations, a topic usually studied in the context of random quantum circuits. Using several graph state techniques, we show that these resources can “derandomize” circuit results by sampling the same kinds of ensembles quantum mechanically, analogously to a quantum random number generator. Furthermore, we find simple examples that give rise to new ensembles whose statistical moments exactly match those of the uniformly random distribution over all unitaries up to order $t$, while foregoing adaptive feedforward entirely. Such ensembles—known as $t$ designs—often cannot be distinguished from the “truly” random ensemble, and so they find use in many applications that require this implied notion of pseudorandomness.
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Introduction.—Randomness is an important resource in both classical and quantum information theory, underpinning cryptography, characterization, and simulation. Random unitary transformations are often considered in the form of random quantum circuits, with wide-ranging applications in, for example, estimating noise [1], private channels [2], modeling thermalization [3], photonics [4], and even black hole physics [5]. Uniform randomness—sampling from the “flat” measure on a continuous set—is, however, very resource intensive. A natural definition of a less costly pseudorandom ensemble is one whose statistical moments are equal to those of the uniform ensemble up to some finite order $t$—this is the defining property of a $t$ design. Analogous to combinatorial designs that arise in many areas [6], in the quantum community the concept was first applied to states [7], and later to processes [8], the latter being the topic of much recent work (e.g., Ref. [9]) and are our concern here.

Efficient random circuit constructions for generating approximate $t$ designs have been shown [10]. There, classical randomness is used to assign sequences of gates from a universal gate set, yielding the desired ensemble characteristics (see below). Such a scheme obviously requires a source of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of typical entanglement [11] that a measurement especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted. It has been pointed out in the study of classical randomness, something that can be costly, especially if it needs to be trusted.
An ensemble of unitaries \( \{ p_i, U_i \} \) is an approximate \( t \) design if, for all \( \rho \), the expectation is “close” to that of the uniform Haar ensemble:

\[
(1 - \epsilon) E_H^t (\rho) \leq \sum_i p_i U_i \otimes \rho (U_i \otimes \rho) \leq (1 + \epsilon) E_H^t (\rho),
\]

(1)

where for matrices \( A \leq B \) if \( B - A \) is positive semidefinite, and \( \epsilon = 0 \) for exact designs.

Consider a universal set of two-qubit gates \( U \subset U(4) \); for technical reasons \( U \equiv U \) must contain its inverses \( U^\dagger \) and the matrix elements of each \( U \) must be algebraic. One constructs a “parallel” random circuit on \( n \) qubits in steps, at each step performing with probability 1/2 either the “even” unitary \( U_{12} \otimes U_{34} \otimes \ldots \otimes U_{n-1n} \) or the “odd” \( U_{23} \otimes U_{45} \otimes \ldots \otimes U_{n-2n-1} \), where each \( U_{ij} \) is uniformly randomly sampled from \( U \).

BHH show that for sufficiently many (polynomial in \( t, n, \) and \( 1/\epsilon \) steps), the ensemble of such circuits is an \( \epsilon \)-approximate \( t \) design.

Starting in an “even” configuration, applying instead an “odd” can be accomplished by a shift operation, defined over the \( n \) inputs and two ancilla qubits \( n + 1 \) and \( n + 2 \),

\[
U_S := S_{nn+2} S_{n-1n+1} \prod_{i=1}^{n-2} S_{ii+1},
\]

(2)

where \( S_{ij} \in U(4) \) is the swap operation between qubits \( i \) and \( j \). Iterating the circuit described in Fig. 1 therefore implements a random parallel circuit.

\[
|\psi\rangle \xrightarrow{U_m (\phi)} |\psi\rangle
\]

FIG. 2. The fundamental random unitary transformation induced by measurement on a graph state. Nodes are qubits initially prepared in the +1 eigenstate \( |+\rangle \) of the Pauli \( X \) operator, and edges indicate entanglement via the CONTROLLED-Z (CZ) operation. Angles \( \phi \) indicate projective measurement direction in the Pauli \( XY \) plane, with the random outcome bit \( m \); output nodes are unmeasured and therefore blank. Here we explicitly include an arbitrary input (square node) state \(|\psi\rangle \) and the output; \( U_m (\phi) \) is given by Eq. (3).

We now show how to implement this random parallel circuit with a MB scheme. The resource state in Fig. 2 (written as a graph, see caption) implements the random qubit unitary

\[
U_m (\phi) = H^m Z (\phi),
\]

(3)

where \( m \in \{ 0, 1 \} \) is the random measurement outcome, \( H \) is the Hadamard matrix, and \( Z (\phi) := e^{-i \phi X}/2 \) (similar notation is used for Pauli \( X \) and \( Y \)). This can be understood as a MB quantum computation without the feedforward corrections — indeed, this is our method for generating ensembles of unitaries [23]. Graphs can be connected (outputs of one identified with the inputs of the next) to perform products of unitaries. By connecting several copies of the graph in Fig. 2 and choosing measurement angles, Figs. 3 and 4 implement certain random one- and two-qubit unitaries, respectively.

These “gadgets” can be combined to sample from a larger universal set of unitaries; Fig. 5 implements

\[
U_{ij}^{M} = (Z_i Z_j)_{M}^{M} [Z (\pi / 2), Z (\pi / 2), CZ_{ij}]_{M}^{M},
\]

\[
\times X_i^{M} X_j^{M} Z_i^{M} Z_j^{M} [Z (\pi / 4)]_{M}^{M} Z (\pi / 4)_{j}^{M},
\]

\[
\times X_i^{M} X_j^{M} Z_i^{M} Z_j^{M} [X (\pi / 4)]_{i}^{M} X (\pi / 4)_{j}^{M} Z_i^{M} Z_j^{M},
\]

\[
(4)
\]

where, here and in the following, \( M \) is a new bit string whose independently random entries are functions of the measurement results \( m_\ell \). This set is universal because it contains the universal set \( \{ X (\pi / 4), Z (\pi / 4), CZ \} \); note also that their matrix elements are algebraic. Furthermore, since \( ZX (\pi / 4) = X (\pi / 4) Z \), for every \( M \) there exists an \( M' \) such that \( U_{ij}^{M} = (U_{ij}^{M'})^{-1} \), thus satisfying the conditions of the BHH construction.

\[
0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0 \quad 0
\]

\[
m_1 \quad m_2 \quad m_3 \quad m_4 \quad m_5 \quad m_6 \quad m_7 \quad m_8 \quad m_9
\]

FIG. 3. By measuring the qubits as indicated, (a) implements randomly \( Z_m @ \rho = X_m @ \rho Z (\theta) @ \rho Z_m \), where \( \Theta \) denotes bitwise sum (ignoring unimportant global phases).

FIG. 4. Graph and measurement pattern implementing the two-qubit gate \( U_{ij}^{M} = (Z_i Z_j)^{M} [Z (\pi / 2), Z (\pi / 2), CZ_{ij}]^{M} \times X_i^{M} X_j^{M} Z_i^{M} Z_j^{M} \), where \( M \) is a random bit which is a function of measurement results \( m_5, 7, 8, 9 \).
and 3(b), respectively, and where CZ appears we use (the gadgets [Fig. 3(a)] and impose correlations using appropriate X-fusion operation; see the Supplemental Material [25] for details and examples.

The random unitary resulting from Fig. 4 has unwanted $Z(\pi/2)$ rotations correlated to the $CZ$ operation. We can now use $X$ fusion to undo this: simply append $Z(\pi/2)$ gadgets [Fig. 3(a)] and impose correlations using appropriate $X$ fusions, resulting in a new (messier) graph.

To find the graph for $U_S$ we first decompose its circuit description into $Z(\pi/2)$, $X(\pi/2)$, and $CZ$. Where $Z(\pi/2)$ and $X(\pi/2)$ appear we use the gadgets of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, and where $CZ$ appears we use (the $X$-fused version of) Fig. 4. The same procedure can be used for $U_{S_1}$. Between each pair of appropriate outputs of $U_S$ and inputs of $U_{S_1}$ we insert the two-qubit gadget of Fig. 5. Looking at the corresponding unitaries (see figure captions), we see that, because the non-Pauli gates are Clifford, all the random Paulis can be moved to the left; this allows them to be absorbed into the randomly sampled two-qubit unitaries of Eq. (4), which remain universal. It remains to force all of the appropriate random $U_S$ and $U_{S_1}$ outcomes to be the same; to do so we apply $X$ fusions on the corresponding qubits. In this way we end up with a large graph, with fixed measurement angles prescribed by the gadgets, that implements the random parallel circuit of Fig. 1.

We can show [25] that the size of this graph state and its preparation time are linear in the number of input qubits $n$. Since only polynomially many iterations of the BHH circuit are required, our construction is also efficient with the same scaling, namely, $\lfloor \log_2 (4t) \rfloor^2 t^{\frac{3}{t+1}} [nt + \log(1/\epsilon)]$. Thus we have that fixed resource states with fixed measurement settings can give rise to pseudorandom ensembles in the form of approximate $t$ designs for all $t$, $n$, and $\epsilon$. The scheme is efficient but requires a large overhead, which we expect can be greatly improved; this is supported by the following direct construction.

**Exact linear cluster designs.**—We will now show that the MB approach can also produce exact designs with surprisingly few resources. From Eq. (3) it follows that a linear cluster of $L$ qubits yields a unitary

$$U_m(\phi) := U_{m_1}(\phi_1) \cdots U_{m_L}(\phi_2) U_{m_1}(\phi_1), \tag{5}$$

where $\phi \in [0, \pi]^L$ and $m \in \{0,1\}^L$ are ordered lists of angles and outcomes, respectively. Here node 1 is the input, and node $L + 1$ is the output. We are interested in the ensemble of unitaries $\{p_m, U_m(\phi)\}$ for all outcome strings $m$. The linearity of the cluster ensures that $p_m = 1/2^L$ will be the same for all $m$, and since an ensemble has $2^L$ elements the distribution is uniform.

A test for $t$ designs can be made using the frame potential [7,29], which is a sum of powers of the ensemble elements’ Hilbert-Schmidt overlaps. In our case of a uniform ensemble on qubits it is given by

$$F'_L(\phi) := \frac{1}{4L} \sum_{m,m'} |\text{Tr}[U_m(\phi)^\dagger U_{m'}(\phi)]|^2 \geq \frac{(2t)!}{t!(t+1)!}, \tag{6}$$

and the bound is known to be achieved if and only if the ensemble is a $t$ design. Equations (3), (5) along with the cyclicity of the trace imply that the first and last measurement angles, $\phi_1$ and $\phi_L$, do not affect the frame potential—note this does not mean the nodes themselves are redundant, since their measurement outcomes help to grow the ensemble. The frame potential is also symmetric under the transposition $\phi_{L+1} \leftrightarrow \phi_{L-t}$.

A $t$ design is by definition a $(t-1)$ design, and it is not hard to see that a 1-design must span the operator space, thus any design for the unitary group $U(d)$ must contain at least $d^2$ elements. Since here $d = 2$ and the $L = 1$ ensemble has but 2 elements, it cannot be a design. For $L = 2$ the frame potential is $F'_2(\phi) = 1$, which coincides with the minimum in Eq. (6) for all $\phi$ and is therefore always a 1-design, (choosing $\phi = \{0,0\}$ gives the Pauli ensemble up to phase). Any basis is a 1-design, and so we will subsequently concern ourselves with $t \geq 2$.

For $L = 3$ the frame potential is $F'_3(\phi) = 2(1 + \cos^2\phi_2 + \sin^4\phi_2)$, which has a global minimum of 3 at $\phi_2 = \pi/4$; this exceeds the 2-design minimum of 2 from Eq. (6). This is not surprising, since there are 8 elements in the ensemble and a lower bound of 10 has been proved [30]. For $L = 4$, one finds the product $F'_4(\phi) = F'_3(\phi_2)F'_3(\phi_3)/4$; each factor can be independently minimized at angle $\pi/4$, yielding $9/4 > 2$. Thus, even though there are more than the minimal number of elements, we have proved that for $L = 4$ no choice of angles can give a 2-design, and, hence, any $(t \geq 2)$ design.

FIG. 5. Measurement gadgets combined in this way sample from a universal set of two-qubit unitaries, given in Eq. (4).
For $L = 5$ the frame potential can be written
\[
F_5^2(\phi) = 4X_2X_4 \{ x_3^2 + [3(1 - X_2^{-1})(1 - X_4^{-1}) - 1]x_3 + 1 \},
\]
where $X_2 := 1 - \cos^2\phi_2 + \cos^4\phi_2$, similarly for $X_4$, and $x_3 = \cos^2\phi_3$. This has a unique minimum of 2 at $X_2 = X_4 = 3/4$ and $x_3 = 1/3$. Since this achieves the bound we do indeed have a 2-design, or more precisely a set of (intimately related) 2-designs as there are several choices of equivalent angles, the simplest being $\phi_2 = \phi_4 = \pi/4$ and $\phi_3 = \arccos\sqrt{1/3}$.

One finds that this ensemble is also a 3-design; $F_5^3(\phi_1, \pi/4, \arccos\sqrt{1/3}, \pi/4, \phi_3) = 5$, again achieving the bound in Eq. (6). However, the $t = 4$ value is $14.14 > 14$, and so it does not define a 4-design (see Fig. 6).

We pause here to note that previous design constructions are predominantly related to group actions [29,30], and, in particular, it is well known that 3-designs are generated by the Clifford group [8,31]. One is led to ask whether or not the Clifford group can generate 4-designs. Thus, any group containing the ensemble must have infinite order. Additionally, the number of ensemble elements for any such MB design must be a power of 2, which is not the case for Clifford designs. Thus, it would seem that along with being practically motivated, MB designs are mathematically novel.

The following two facts are not hard to prove: if $\{ p_i, U_i \}$ is a $t$ design, then so is $\{ p_i, VU_iW \}$ for any $V, W \in U(d)$; and the ensemble formed by the (uniform) union of a $t$ design and a $t'$ design is a min($t, t'$) design. Together, they imply that once a MB $t$ design has been achieved, any choice of subsequent measurement pattern will output at least a $t$ design. Thus, any measurement pattern including the subsequence $\{1/2, 1/3, 1/2\}$ will remain a 3-design, where we have switched to a more natural parametrization $\phi \rightarrow x = \cos^2\phi$. For $L = 6$, calculations can still be carried out analytically, and, interestingly, a continuous family of 3-designs arises for angles given in the new parametrization by
\[
x = \left\{ \frac{1}{2}, \frac{3}{2}, \frac{3x_3 - 2}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, x_3, x_0 \right\}, \quad x_3 \in \left[ 0, \frac{2}{3} \right].
\]

We can carry on the search for higher order designs in longer linear clusters; however, the computational demands grow quickly and exact results are elusive. Figure 6 shows the difference $\Delta F$ of the first seven frame potentials from the bound for linear clusters up to $L = 10$. Since the frame potential is the square of a 2-norm [29], one finds [34] that $\sqrt{\Delta F}$ is an upper bound on the diamond norm definition of approximate $t$ designs used in Eq. (1). Thus, a lower frame potential indicates a better approximate $t$ design, and there are several strategies for trying to minimize it. Figure 6 shows three such, discussed in the caption.

These results beg the question of the existence of exact MB designs for arbitrary graph states with multiqubit inputs and outputs, in particular, square lattice cluster states of $N$ qubits in $L$ layers. Unfortunately, the limited amount of nonlocality introduced between linear clusters in this way makes it impossible to find small examples of exact multiqubit designs. A numerical exploration of the problem shows that the same general behavior (exponential convergence to the Haar value, as in Fig. 6) is exhibited by square clusters, but the complexity of the computation prohibits an extensive search. Clearly the way forward is to identify a (likely group) structure in the ensembles that can be exploited in the multiqubit case; the exact results above are a major step in this direction, but further investigation is required.

Conclusion.—We have shown that quantum resource states can produce arguably the most pseudorandomness
possible in the form of approximate and exact $t$ designs, despite consuming no classical randomness and requiring neither reconfiguration nor feedforward. The question raised is what resources provide the most randomness most efficiently? In this direction it is intriguing to note that the MB approach can give rise to probability distributions that are impossible to efficiently sample classically \cite{35}, leading one to imagine resources that outperform classical randomization in principle as well as in practice. Several generalizations come to mind: qudit nodes, non-standard resource preparations (e.g., > 2-body entangling gates), and weighted designs. We hope this work motivates further research into these and other possibilities.
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[33] Conversely, proving the nonexistence of exact designs should be possible using sum-of-squares techniques for bounding the global minima of polynomials, because these have semidefinite programming certificates; however, the problem seems to be numerically unstable and we were unable to coax convincing bounds on the frame potential from SOStools (www.cds.caltech.edu/sostools/).